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In the modern world with all its complex economic 
cycles, ensuring your financial stability is a really good 
idea. Just as early humans stockpiled mammoth meat, 
we address investing instruments to keep our money for 
the future. What’s more, we can even multiply our 
investments, while mammoth meat is just rotting over 
time.



Traditional, centralized investing instruments have come 
a long way here. While they are getting more and more 
complicated, their entry threshold is rising accordingly.  
A number of countries can not provide infrastructure to 
enter global investment markets. And even if they can, 
their citizens have to go through a number of challenges 
to be granted access.



Do we have any alternatives? Thanks to blockchain, we 
do. Though pure crypto is going through tough times, its 
mechanisms can be used for other financial assets. And 
just as crypto, they can be accessed for anyone in their 
full investing flexibility with no intermediaries at all. It is 
time for DeFi (decentralized finances) to step into the 
spotlight.
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01 The Problem
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02 The Concept

Syndex is a DeFi protocol based on the Waves Enterprise 
technology stack, deployed within the Waves Enterprise 
mainnet. Syndex enables any user to issue synthetic 
assets pegged to different types of real assets, such as

 fiat currencies (USD, EUR, etc.
 cryptocurrencies (ETH, BTC, etc.
 securities (TSLA, AAPL, etc.
 commodities (gold, natural gas and others)







These assets are introduced in Syndex as tokens — rGLD, 
rGAS, rUSD, and so on. To issue them, users need to lock 
enough WEST or EAST for a certain level of 
overcollateralization. And if they need their WEST or EAST 
back, they can get it after burning their synthetic assets. 

gold gas999.9
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03 Global Debt

When users mint synth assets at Syndex, they receive a 
share of global debt. Global debt is a total sum of all 
synthetic asset supply at Syndex multiplied by its price in 
rUSD – the only platform asset with a constant price, a 
stablecoin. As long as any non-rUSD supply is available, 
the global debt is subject to change. For example, if 
there are rBTC supplies only, then halving the real price 
of BTC will halve the Syndex global debt accordingly, and 
vice-versa. As you have probably guessed, the rBTC 
token is pegged to BTC price.



The protocol balance is achieved by game theory 
mechanics. When there are more long positions, it is 
shorting that potentially brings much bigger profit. So 
users open more short positions and restore the 
balance. The same is true in reverse.



Global debt model also enables borrowing mechanisms 
within the protocol, to be implemented in future 
releases.
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04 Minting, Borrowing, Swap 
and Liquidation

The synthetic assets of Syndex protocol represent the 
assets of the real world. To mint synthetic assets, a user 
is to provide WEST or EAST at a certain collateral rate – 
1:1.5 for EAST or 1:2 for WEST. That means, to get $1 worth 
of local synthetic assets, you need to lock either $1.5 of 
EAST or $2 of WEST.



Another option here is to borrow synth assets. For this 
users need to lock their rUSD assets. This feature will be 
introduced in later Syndex releases, and covered in 
detail in the next edition of this white paper.




Both minted and borrowed positions can be subject to 
liquidation. As prices of collaterals and real assets 
change, the collateral ratio of a position may drop down 
to the liquidation level – 150% for WEST and 120% for EAST 
positions. 

1 rUSD/rGLD/
rGAS/r-etc.

1.5 EAST 2 WEST
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Then any protocol user can become a liquidator for 
such a position and receive incentives. In this case, a 5% 
fee goes to the protocol treasury. To avoid liquidation, a 
position owner should lock up additional collateral or 
burn borrowed assets. When he burns rUSD, 1% fee is 
collected by the protocol treasury to balance the global 
debt.



Finally, at Syndex exchange users can easily swap their 
coins, according to oracle prices, with zero slippage. In 
this case, the coins sold are burned, and the coins 
bought are minted instead. The protocol’s fee for all 
swaps is 0.5%.


Asset swap and, in the future, borrowing are implemented 
within a familiar exchange interface
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05 Syndex Plans

01 Adding borrow option – we have described 
it previously

02 Adding more synthetic assets to broaden user 
choice

03 Adding global pool loss insurance to reduce user 
risks

04 Adding futures to expand earning opportunities

05 Developing Syndex rUSD as a stablecoin

Syndex protocol is currently at its MVP stage, and the 
team is developing projects in many directions. The 
focuses are:


Currently, the own media resources of the Syndex team  
are in development. For all inquiries please visit  
Waves Enterprise group: t.me/wavesenterprise

https://t.me/wavesenterprise

